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Q
UITE SIMPLY, the trade
cannot continue the way
we are going. Since the

introduction of the SIPs (Surface
Integration Programme) the
problem at the Shard, ie not
having a taxi rank outside the
main entrance, is just the tip of
the iceberg. It shows a complete
lack of respect for our trade by
TfL. 
What is even more frightening is,

have you noticed just how quiet it
has become on the street? Could
this be due to TfL’s position
regarding P.H vehicles using Apps
on their mobile phones, that
enables them to calculate the fares
of their journeys using both distance
and time and be immediately
available for hire on their App?
We recently attended a meeting

with TfL at Palestra, where we were

informed that the App was in fact
not a meter! And in the opinion of
TfL the use of these Apps was
within the law regarding private hire
vehicles. At my last meeting with
the Mayor I showed him a
completed Uber journey receipt on
my iPhone which showed just how
the fair was calculated - he agreed
with me that it was in fact a meter. 
If the use of these rogue Apps is

allowed to continue, trust me, it will
sound a death knell for our 300 year
old industry. 
On May the 6th our demonstration

at the Shard is not the only one
taking place, for on this day
demonstrations against Uber will be
taking place throughout Europe
(see Page 4).
We are reliably informed that Uber

currently have over 4,500 drivers on
their system and the numbers are
growing at an alarming rate. In
London we currently operate a

clearly defined 2 tier system - what
these rogue Apps will create is a
3rd tier system that TfL will be
unable to regulate. This will enable
thousands of drivers from outside
London to come in and take our
work.
Make no mistake - this is just the

beginning of the trade’s battle with
TfL, to bring them to account over
the complete lack of competence in
regulating the most renowned taxi
service in the world. The LTDA has
publicly supported our demo on
May 6th. They have also
announced plans for more
demonstrations about this issue,
which we intend to support
wholeheartedly. Please attend.

Editorial:
Let the battle begin
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Cabbies hold flash mob 
demo at Shard in protest

The LCDC (@The_LCDC)

25/04/2014 23:10
What a credit to the Trade all you drivers
who attended tonight..fantastic
response..GD

The LCDC (@The_LCDC)

25/04/2014 22:06
Police now blocking cabs in st Thomas st 

The LCDC (@The_LCDC)

25/04/2014 21:47
Please attend Shard if near# flash mob!!

The LCDC (@The_LCDC)

25/04/2014 22:01
Shard now blocked with cabs police on the scene.

GRANT DAVIS

On Friday, 25th April, at around
9.30pm, myself, Alan McGrady
and Tony McGrady finished
dinner and made our way to the
Shard to start work again.

On arrival in St Thomas’s Street we
saw the LTDA Ad-Van in attendance and
also noticed that there seemed to be a
lot of activity centred around where it
was parked up. A police officer
approached Alan and told him he

couldn’t come down the street and stop
here to pick up.
Alan McGrady felt very intimidated by

the officer and informed him that it was
imperative that there were taxis outside
the main entrance to deliver a service to
the public.

As I followed Alan down St Thomas`s
Street he called me and told me of the
conversation he was having with the
Officers and I made the decision to
tweet out to all our followers to attend a
“flash-mob” demonstration.
The response by cabbies was nothing

short of amazing - from all parts of the
capital cabbies on Twitter converged
on the Shard and after ½ hour there
was in excess of 400 taxis blockading
Borough High Street, London Bridge,
as well as St Thomas’s Street, which
by now was gridlocked.
It stayed like this for nearly an hour

and a half, by which time the security
at the Shard agreed for us to have 6
taxis rank up outside.
All we want to do is give members of

the public a service, no more, no less. I
also found out on Friday that Addison

Lee have negotiated a contract to be
sole suppliers to the Shard itself - no
wonder they want us out the way and
down the road.
We have obtained a price list from the

hotel at the Shard (see below), and as
you can see from their list the prices
being charged by London Executive
are way and above the price of the
same journey in a London Taxi. We
have also learnt that the hotel at The
Shard will receive a commission on
every airport journey undertaken by
this company.

St. Thomas’ Street gridlocked Police van blocking taxis Price list from hotel
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Uber DECLARE WAR ON EUROPE’S TAXIS 

PARIS

URBAN TRANSPORTATION
company Uber is fighting very
hard to conquer France. It
doesn’t hesitate to redistribute
bonuses of up to $1,100 a week

to its drivers - these bonuses are
higher than Uber’s revenue from
these drivers.

In other words, Uber is willing to
operate at a loss for some drivers to
lure others. Under-funded French
startups can’t compete financially
with Uber’s offering with similar
bonuses, but rely on a more
relationship-building approach.
“Uber is a steam roller that wants to

flatten everything,” Chauffeur-Privé
co-Founder and CEO Yan Hascoet
told me in a phone interview. 
“People need to know how Uber

does business, in particular when it
comes to anti-competitive practices.
We are looking into possible legal
actions regarding their strategy.”

“Uber does not like competition,” he
said. “We have close to 1,000 drivers
in Paris, and have seen 10 percent
weekly growth”
There are many urban

transportation startups in France,
such as LeCab, Chauffeur-privé,
SnapCar, Allocab and Drive. Some
services (like LeCab) buy and
operate their own cars. But for other
services, drivers have to bring their
own cars. 
In the latter case, many of them

have signed up to multiple urban
transportation services. 
For example, they can switch

between Uber and Chauffeur-Privé
throughout the day, as Chauffeur-
Privé has a mixed model.

ENCOURAGING DRIVER 
LOYALTY WITH MONEY

Uber has three different strategies
right now in Paris to encourage
driver loyalty.
The first one targets drivers who use

multiple services. Uber wants to
convince them to only use Uber. Drivers
have a weekly bonus that depends on
the number of rides they do every week.
For fashion week, these bonuses will be
augmented by €100. That’s why Uber
recently sent out an email to drivers. “As
always, you will have to have a rating
above 4.5 stars and an acceptance
rating above 80 percent during the week
to qualify for the bonus,” says the email.
It’s a very attractive bonus as Uber

pays us more than they take from us.

BRUSSELS, BERLIN 
& BARCELONA

UBER, THE American app-based
transportation company, keeps
garnering protests in Europe. After
landing in Paris in December of 2011

and London in June of 2012, it’s
been steadily spreading across the
European landscape, not without
trouble. 
Major strikes in Paris at the beginning

of 2014 and the recent banning of Uber
in Brussels and Berlin have marked a
rocky year so far for the US company.
Some weeks ago, Uber launched its

UberPOP service in Barcelona. It’s the
third city in Europe in which Uber
deploys the peer-to-peer ride-sharing
option, after using it to circumvent the
ignominious 15-minute wait legislation
in Paris last February as a workaround.
The law was dropped a few weeks
later, but the company decided to go
ahead and push through with its

UberPOP strategy in other cities,
including Brussels, Barcelona and most
recently Berlin.
The problem with UberPOP in

Barcelona is that it’s clear-cut illegal in
Spain. According to the current
transportation legislation, article 101:
“Private transportation is qualified as

such if it is used for personal or
domestic transportation needs of the
owner or close relatives. [...] Under no
circumstances, will the private driver
receive any kind of direct or indirect
remuneration except for food money or
transportation costs.”
Services like BlaBlaCar hide under the

“transportation costs” epigraph,
probably a legal grey area. UberPOP

isn’t so lucky and clearly is in violation
of the transportation regulation.
Meanwhile, the Spanish Taxi

Confederation (CTE) just released a
press release stating the illegality of
Uber, threatening nationwide protests:
“[Uber] is, to the best of our

knowledge, a totally illegal business
that incites the use of “pirate”
transportation without any guarantee
for the consumers, as well as
fomenting the black economy, as none
of those transactions are registered as
economic activity or under
administrative control [...] If no
immediate correction measures are
taken, we might be on the verge of an
imminent nationwide protest.”

MILAN

(REUTERS) - STRIKING taxi
drivers marched through Italy's
second city Milan on Thursday in
protest against app-based ride
service Uber, a Silicon Valley
prodigy that has drawn furious
opposition as it seeks to become

a global force.
Demonstrators demanded that the
authorities crack down on ride services
that taxi drivers say are illegal, and
banners held by protesters and draped
over cabs made it clear the main target
was the increasingly prolific Uber, a
smartphone-based service that
connects users to their nearest
chauffeured car.
Valued at $3.5 billion and with investors

including Google Inc, Uber is considered
one of the hottest properties in Silicon
Valley. But it has met with hostility and
regulatory hurdles as it expands from its
San Francisco hometown to more than
70 markets worldwide.
An anti-Uber protest in Paris turned

violent in January, local cab companies
are fighting it in court in Chicago, and
the app has been blocked by law from

operating in several cities in the United
States.
In Milan, Uber says its drivers have

been confronted aggressively and their
cars damaged, and posters calling its
regional general manager a thief have
appeared around the city.
Milan's taxi unions say that because

the app allows drivers to be summoned
while in their car, it violates a 1992 law
which describes hired drivers as a
service ordered from the garage where
their business is based, as distinct from
taxis, which can pick up passengers on
the move.
"There was illegality in Milan before

Uber, but this is more malicious," said
Raffaele Grassi, head of Milan taxi union
SATAM and town councillor.
"Technology cannot be used to evade
the law."

The taxi unions are a strong lobby
group in Italy and have repeatedly
fought off attempts to liberalise the
industry and increase the number of cab
licences available. Licences are often
passed down from father to son and
according to drivers they can sell for six-
figure sums.
The town council last July ordered

Uber cars to return to company
headquarters between each ride,
irrespective of the location of their next
passenger. But this was suspended by a
regional court that said the rule was
"irrational" given the advent of mobile
phones.
Uber, which launched in Milan a year

ago before moving into Rome, says it
has made allowances for the laws in
place and operates in line with all
regulations effectively in force.
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An open letter to London’s Taxi
Trade Representatives and Drivers

26th April 2014

Licensed Private Hire Car Association
The Licensed Taxi & Private Hire Industries will always have
fundamental differences - however we have the view that 'divided we
fall' if we don't put those differences to one side for 'common mutual
interest'.
When the 1998 PHV Act was being taken from a Bill to Law, some private talks
were held with what was the old Taxi Board to sensibly discuss what both Taxi &
Private Hire could collectively agree on, which in fact actually turned out to be a
great deal.
That working relationship was essential as we were able to confirm that the

legitimate Private Hire Industry was absolutely committed to having no desire to ply
for hire on the streets or seeking the right to ‘rank up’.  We also committed to never
wanting to be hailed or to ‘meter’ journeys.   
All the above was achieved by working together with the Taxi Trade

Representatives of the day to get onto the statute legislation that would work for the
good of both industries and most importantly our customers, the Travelling Public.
This wasn't the first instance of working together for ‘common good’, as alongside

the Taxi industry and safety groups we also agreed to support an amendment to the
Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994, which made touting a criminal offence.
** regarding regulatory information the signage that the LPHCA wants is far less

on PHVs as we know touts use current signage to aid and abet their illegal
activities.  We absolutely want the removal of the Pre Booked Only stickers from
the front and rear windscreens and the yellow disc removed from the rear window
and replaced with far smaller signs on the end of the number plate brackets.
Right now we have a common foe in the form of illegal App Work providers that

are ignoring both Taxi and PHV legislation that was put onto the statute to protect
the Travelling Public and both our trades under a two-tier system.  That system is
now being compromised by illegal Apps, some of which are based ‘offshore’ and
some that are clearly operating in breach of legislation.  We have dubbed them
'Cowboy Cab Apps'.
There is nothing wrong with Cab Apps - there are good ones being used by

legitimate Taxi & PHV companies and drivers. However, some are akin to ‘Hi-Tec
Touts’.
Our Member's view is that TfL TPH has been spineless in both its duty and

willingness to enforce Taxi & PHV regulations with regard to some of these Apps.  It
has also failed to protect the Travelling Public, to ensure fair and legal competition
for both our trades.  Our Member's also state that TfL TPH has been woeful in
dealing with touting, licensing management, enforcement & compliance, as well as
their poor handling of many other things.
We have had enough!  In fact we'd had enough 2 years ago when we sent in a

letter of dissatisfaction to the Mayor just before the Olympics.  That resulted in a
Delloite review, which has proven to be an absolute whitewash.
In December we launched a legal challenge to one particular App work provider,

following a letter of complaint to TPH last August; this followed a complaint by the
GMB in 2012!
The straw that broke the camel's back and our patience was a recent TfL News 

Release issued whilst we were in midst of what we considered to be private 
dialogue with them regarding our legal challenge.
That News Release and its content crossed the line as far as we are concerned

and we have now invoked a vote of no confidence in the TfL TPH Directorate,
which we are saying, is simply ‘not fit for purpose’.
As LPHCA Chairman I am now instructed by Members to express their

displeasure at years of mismanagement of the licensing system under the TPH
regime, which in our view has been steadily deteriorating since it moved from
Penton Street.  This is a decision that LPHCA Members have not taken lightly.
You may be surprised to learn that TPH now believes PHVs can ‘Meter’ journeys

like Taxis and PHV Operating Centres needn't bother to take destinations when
taking bookings, all of which flies in the face of what they have been saying and
regulating since the 98 Act was incepted. This co-incidentally as these Cowboy Cab
Apps have arrived on the scene!
Some of these App providers have been breaking Laws world-wide and have a

very arrogant publicised agenda to ignore regulation, bad mouth existing taxi
services as outdated, whilst ignoring regulation with impunity in areas that have
weak regulatory authorities.  They are banned and enforced against by strong
regulators but allowed to break laws by feeble ones.
We therefore appeal to the Taxi Industry Trade Bodies and Drivers in London to

put aside differences and work in harmony, not only on Cowboy Cab Apps but also
regarding TPH’s woeful performance.  We strongly believe that by going forward
together we will send a powerful message that we've all had enough of being
ignored and we want our regulator to do its duty to enforce regulations and protect
the travelling public by doing so.
It clearly suits some to have legitimate Taxi and PHV divided in London but we

share many common aims like:

• The eradication of touting
• A licensing service that is fit for purpose
• Separate Taxi & PHV Management at TPH
• The banning and strong enforcement of Cowboy Cab Apps
• Better use of our licensing fees
• The ability to recover parking and other charges at Airports, etc.
• Appropriate Parking, Pick-Up, Set-Down and Resting Place provision in London
• Sensible signage on PHVs

The current allowing of Apps to breach both Taxi & PHV legislation, alongside the
ignoring of the will and intention of Parliament is scandalous, so we have now put
these matters to TfL TPH via our Lawyers.
Our view is that Taxi & PHV must work together on as much as possible where we

have common ground and the LPHCA would welcome the views of the Licensed
Taxi Industry Trade Bodies and drivers.

Steve Wright MBE
Chairman LPHCA

Steve Wright -Chairman LPHCA
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WE NOW have an eight cab rank in
Clapham High Street that is now
operational from 7pm to 7am. It is in the
shared loading bay outside Infernos. We
have already had complaints from
drivers who either can’t find it or it’s
already full of Private Hire vehicles. 
TPH will be arranging enforcement to take

place on the taxi rank, to ensure it is kept free
for taxis. Marshals will also be at the taxi rank
from Friday 9 May 2014 from 11pm to 3am on
Friday and Saturday nights to assist taxi
drivers and taxi passengers. This will be for an
initial period of approximately 3 to 4 months.
We have been after a rank in Clapham High
St  for years now and we need to work it .

AT LAST month’s meeting the new
General Manager for the W Hotel in
Wardour Street wanted a quick chat
with the London cab Ranks
Committee, regarding trying to get
Taxis to use the rank in Wardour Street
and to take the work that comes out of
the W hotel. 
We told Mr Van Niersen that the

relationship between the W hotel and the
taxi trade was not good due to the fact that
we saw private hire always parked outside
the W Hotel and the good jobs would
always be passed to them at the expense
of the taxi sitting on the rank. I also raised
allegations that doorstaff could be taking
backhanders to put the work into the PHV.
He seemed very genuine that he wanted
to change the Taxis trade’s perception,
and pledged that his hotel would start
giving all the hotel’s work to us. He also
said "that the Private hire contract will be
cancelled at the end of April".  After the
meeting Mr Niersen wrote to us: 
‘Dear all, Thank you very much for

meeting me earlier today. As explained, as
from end next week we will only work with
regular black cabs and no longer use
licensed minicabs for our guests. 

The one exception is a pre-booked
limousine service that exists as an option
to our guests but in practice hardly ever
gets used. This will provide a significant
increase in number of trips which in turn
hopefully make us as a hotel and the taxi
rank more appealing to you. It is my
personal mission to clean up our door and

any unauthorized back payments,
providing an honest service to our hotel
guests. If you receive any feedback that
contradicts this in the future, please do
pass onto me directly.’ 
So all we can do now is see if Mr Niersen

comes through and turns the W hotel
around.  

W Hotel want US back!

Lewisham Gateway update 

Alan’s Angle

W Hotel in Wardour Street

A FEW months ago Westminster Council
asked TPH if they would either move the
taxi rank in Seymour Street or revoke it
to make way for a Boris bike bay. 
A site meeting was arranged and Westminster

Council asked was there anywhere else we

would like a rank sited. We said that we had

been after a taxi rank at the Sofitel Hotel in Lower

Regent Street that was agreed in principal but

would have to go via a consultation first. We

have since learned that the Sofitel Hotel has

rejected the plans for a taxi rank in Lower Regent

Street. Earlier this year the Cabs Ranks

Committee wrote to the hotel asking if they

would support us for a rank - we didn't even get a

reply. Why the hotel are taking this stance we are

not sure but next time it’s busy and the doorman

is frantically trying to get your attention maybe

you might turn a blind eye. This year we will see

a lot of hotels opening in London and the last

thing we don't need is to see them taking the

very same stance that the Sofitel and Shard are

taking against the Taxi trade. 

Sofitel say no
to taxi rank

Clapham High
Street rank

Pancras Road closure

DURING THE first phase of the
Lewisham Gateway development the
Lewisham Station taxi rank will be
temporarily moved. 
The section of Station Road where the

taxi rank currently is will close. The taxi

rank will then be moved to the remaining

section of Station Road which will be

converted to two-way working. The

temporary taxi rank will be accessible from

Loampit Vale and there will still be space

for 19 taxis. However, to provide additional

space for drivers, options for a taxi feeder

rank in Thurston Road are being explored.   

A screen at the head of the feeder rank

will show drivers when there is space on

the taxi rank in Station Road and they can

move forward. It is essential that drivers

use the feeder rank, only move forward

when there is space and do not over-rank

in Thurston Road or try to queue in

Loampit Vale. Police and Compliance

officers will be present at the station to

ensure there are no problems and that

drivers are only moving forward when

there is space.

It is expected that temporary taxi rank

will be operational from Tuesday 6 May

2014, but if this date changes we will

notify you.

The northern section of Pancras Road will be closed on the following
days:

� From 20:00 on Friday 9 May until 18:00 on Sunday 11 May 2014

Taxis will still be able to access and use the King’s Cross Station taxi rank. Taxis

will also be able to access the St Pancras Station taxi rank on Midland Road from

Goods Way.

Sofitel

New taxi rank 
– Lea Bridge Road
A new taxi rank has been appointed
in Lea Bridge Road to serve the Ibis
Style Leyton London Hotel. 
The rank is opposite the hotel, has
space for two taxis and is
operational 24 hours a day.
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Why are cab:app
interested in buying
Dial-a-Cab (“DAC”)?
cab:app’s interest in buying DAC
is to transform a business that has
been in decline for several years
by combining the best traditions
and culture of a radio circuit with
the latest innovations in mobile
technology, media and marketing
while recognising DAC’s biggest
asset, The Members.
We have analysed the accounts for

the radio circuits from 2006 to 2012
and compared them to Addison Lee’s
accounts over the same period. We
were shocked to see Addison Lee
had increased turnover from
approximately £53m to £167m while
the combined revenues over the
same period for the 3 major radio
circuits declined from a peak of
around £171m in 2007 to £107m in
2012.
cab:app is passionate about the

trade and believes if nothing is done
to reverse this trend the iconic
London Cabby legacy and the future

of the radio circuits are at risk.
Black cabs are globally recognised

and London cabbies are consistently
voted the best in the world. 
We need to embrace that, promote

it actively and use the professional
competitive edge we have over
private hire to our full advantage. 
Our vision is to build the first

Hackney only taxi service in London
and roll the business model out to
help other Hackneys across the UK
and Ireland, giving passengers a
professional service anytime,
anywhere by phone, web or app.
With over 3,600 registered Hackney

drivers in 90+ cities, cab:app has
already laid the foundation and we
see the combined DAC/cab:app
model as a blueprint to help achieve
this vision and fight the threat from
competitors like Uber, who have little
regard for the history, traditions or
rules of the UK taxi trade.    

Why are you putting
your offer direct to
Members?

cab:app had numerous
discussions, meetings and
communications with the DAC
Board on a potential merger
between July 2013 and April 2014. 
Having completed full due
diligence on DAC we presented
our initial offer to the Chairman at
a meeting on 23rd December 2013,
with an understanding this would
be presented in full to the
Members. We kept quiet until now,
to ensure Members had the
opportunity to vote, hold their
AGM and fully consider the
implications of what is a
momentous decision about their
long-term future. 
On 28th January 2014 we received

confirmation that there was an
overwhelming majority vote by
Members as 85.2% returned the
questionnaire and of those 90.5%
voted in favour of receiving more
information on the OFFERS. We
were led to believe by the Board that
our offer would be presented to
Members after the AGM and we even
gave the Board written permission to

disclose our name at the AGM if
Members asked questions on the
bidders.
However, it became clear in an

email communication with the Board
on 10th April 2014 that our offer
would now not be presented to
Members as the Board will only
present what THEY consider to be
the best offer and if there were 3
offers presented to Members THEY
feel an agreement which needs 75%
would not be reached.
Every Member has an equal vote

and as per the Notice to Members on
17th January 2014 and the 90.5%
vote in favour of receiving more
information on the OFFERS,
Members have the right to see ALL
offers on the table and not just the
one selected by the Board. This will
ensure full transparency and enable
Members to decide which offer
invests in growing the business again
and helps to safeguard their futures. 

Can you summarise
the terms of the
cab:app offer to
Members?
All existing assets and cash within
the business, including the current
value of the freehold building,
belong to the Members so we want
to ensure this is returned in full to
Members. The total assets are
estimated to be worth around
£15m or £11,400 per driver (exactly
the same deal for the Board of
Management), so this full amount
will be distributed directly to
Members in 3 cash payments over
a 6-18 month period. 
To protect Members, these assets

will be legally ring fenced and held in
a separate account (earning
Members interest) until all cash has
been distributed, so cab:app will have
no legal right or access to these
funds. This also applies to the
freehold property, so there will be no
loans or charges held against this
asset and any uplift in value from a
sale of the property will be distributed
to existing Members.
We recognise there may be some

Members who want to keep an on-
going share in the combined
business, so there is an alternative
option to 100% cash (£11,400) by

cab:app team: Derek Stewart, Jane Van Aken & Peter Schive

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

BIDS TO TAKE
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taking 75% in cash (£8,550) and re-
invest 25% (£2,850) into new shares.   
The key to success going forward is

to invest significantly in the latest
mobile technology to connect drivers
with passengers, and win more
corporate accounts. Therefore
cab:app will invest £2m of new cash
into the business to focus on growing
the corporate customer base through
an active sales, marketing and media
campaign. This will include building a
dedicated corporate account sales
team capable of using all the latest
social, digital and mobile marketing
strategies to win more work.
For any Members concerned about

a hike in subscription fees and
changes to their working patterns we
commit to freezing subscriptions for 3
years; we will give Members priority
on corporate account work, and we
will encourage Members to put
forward ideas to help improve the
business.   

Tell us more about the
cab:app team

cab:app was invented by Peter
Schive (badge no. 63768), an
active London driver who used his
knowledge as a cabbie and his
experience of the mobile phone
industry to create an app that
would benefit other drivers. 
His vision, before any other taxi

apps even existed, was to unite
independent Hackney drivers through
technology by giving them the tools
to do their job, increase their
earnings and take on private hire. 
His co-founder, Derek Stewart, has

30 years’ experience in finance, sales
and marketing within the corporate
sector and was previously CEO and
co-founder of a global investment
business with BNY Mellon in London.
Derek has relevant expertise as an
investor and Director in the mobile
technology and media sectors, with
extensive business relationships and
contacts at a senior level within the
corporate sector.       
Jane Van Aken is responsible for

business development with a focus
on corporate accounts and brings her
years of customer service and
communication skills from her
management roles within the
healthcare sector both here and in
the USA. 
The cab:app team works in active

partnerships with local Hackney
drivers and taxi trade organisations
throughout the country to ensure we
can deliver a national service at a
local level.
When it comes to technology and

media support, the cab:app office is
based in Soho working in partnership
with Pocket App, the UK’s largest
independent app developer. One of
cab:app’s original shareholders is
Sponge Marketing, a London based
media agency who assist us with PR,
sales and marketing activities. 

What makes cab:app
different to other 
taxi apps?
Our business model is different as
it all starts from a driver’s
perspective, as without motivated
drivers you don’t have a service. 
Peter knows what drivers like and

don’t like, he also understands
passenger behaviour from twelve
years as a cabbie. We’ve also
invested our own time and money
over the last few years into cab:app
to build a business which supports
drivers for the long term.
We want to provide drivers with a

variety of work, so in addition to app
based jobs we are currently
developing a web-booking engine for
corporate accounts. We have also
set up a joint venture with CabCall,
who operate virtual radio circuits
around the UK, enabling passengers
to call a cab. This gives cab:app
customers every possible
combination of booking a black cab
and should translate to more work for
drivers.
We offer drivers a low cost option for

work at only 75p per job and £1.50
for journeys over 8 miles. We
encourage passengers to put in the
drop off address, which we show to
drivers before accepting the job and
there is a pre-book option for
passengers to plan ahead. 
On arrival drivers can put the meter

on right away and when it comes to
payment drivers can use the free in-
app credit card processing facility,
which pays every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday.
We have also negotiated discounts

for drivers on other services such as
diesel and servicing, and there will be
many more features and benefits
when we release the next phase of

our technology platform. The more
drivers we have, the better the
discounts we can negotiate. 
For corporate accounts, cab:app

already has drivers in over 90 cities,
so we are well placed to offer a single
business account with consolidated
reporting, so employees have the
convenience of booking and paying
for a Hackney as they travel across
the UK and Ireland.

How will cab:app work
alongside DAC?

Our goal is to build a Hackney
only service with different
options to meet the varying
needs of passengers, so we will
combine the best of DAC and
cab:app. 
This will require changes to the

current technology platform and
converting Concierge business
(DAC’s own private hire service) to
black cabs, as we believe Concierge
is a direct conflict of interest with the
core business of supplying Hackney
services.
We want drivers to have a choice to

suit their work preferences, so we will
provide a subscription-based service
for drivers who prefer the guarantee
of steady corporate account work
and we will also offer a pay-as-you-

go option for other drivers that want
maximum flexibility.  
Providing both options should help

us to build a strong and flexible driver
base to ensure we can provide
customers with excellent coverage
while allowing drivers to retain their
independence. 

Do you have a
message for DAC
Members?
This is an important decision in
the history of DAC, so Members
need to see and carefully consider
all the offers on the table. It is your
future at stake, so the decision
should not be left solely to the
Board and all Members should
stand up and be counted.
We can all see that the taxi market

has changed in the last few years
and the trade is coming under
increasing pressure on all fronts. We
need to adapt as an industry,
embrace change and work together
to ensure the radio circuits and the
iconic black cab driver remain the
best in the world - before it’s too late.

For drivers with further questions you
can contact us at peter@cabapp.net
or to receive update texts, please text
‘Update me’ to 07508 550 211.

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

KE DAC INTO 21st Century
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MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHT
CABBIE SPECIAL

£7.95 FISH AND CHIPS 
and a cup of tea. Dine in only

King’s Square, off Central Street EC1

10%
DISCOUNT FOR

ALL BADGE
READERS

GREETINGS, AS always, to all London
cabbies, green and yellow badge
drivers, and to all knowledge boys and
girls. 
As always, the Green Badge trade is

under threat.  Never a day goes by without
some kind of injustice aimed at our trade
or a sleepless night worrying about what is
going to happen next. If it’s not TfL

considering some ridiculous request from
Yellow Badge drivers wanting more areas
to ply for hire in, it’s TfL’s lack of
enforcement on illegal minicab activity
practically every night outside every
nightclub in London, or the Law
Commission’s ludicrous idea of unifying
the whole of the UK’s taxi and private hire
licensing (thankfully this idea is now

defunct), being the latest scandalous
occurrences where TfL yet again shows
the finest cabbies in the world no support.
Firstly, let’s consider Uber drivers being

allowed to use an app which acts as a taxi
meter. This is illegal, but not in TfL’s eyes.
It took me three years to gain the
qualification to use a taxi meter, and now
TfL are allowing any Tom Dick or Harry at
Uber to use an equivalent device. The
number of complaints I have read about
Uber drivers not knowing where they are
going and the fares being extortionate, are
endless.
Secondly, the lack of a taxi rank outside

the Shard is a perfectly reasonable request
from London’s cabbies and the hotel’s
customers. I also hear that the Sofitel in
Waterloo Place is another hotel that
doesn’t want a cab rank outside. These
two venues are just the latest to join a long
list of hotels which have illegal deals
(backhanders) with minicab companies.
That is why cabbies have to protest and
organise demonstrations such as the one
on 6 May.
I don’t want to bring London’s streets to a

standstill by demonstrations, but I
genuinely believe that this is the only way
that TfL will listen. One demonstration is

not enough. Organised protests of this
nature need to happen regularly. I call for
all taxi unions to get their heads together
and take TfL to task. I am appalled that the
world’s finest taxi drivers are being treated
in this way. Why are TfL treating us like
dinosaurs? The only answer I can come
up with is jealousy. Of every twenty
applicants who start the Knowledge of
London, only five succeed in gaining the
coveted green badge. I can only presume
that Leon Daniels and his associates in the
hierarchy are jealous, in that they are
incapable of the wonderful achievement of
the Green Badge.
How dare we undertake the Knowledge

only to be treated like this?  Constantly to
have some of our trade stolen by illegal
minicab activity, rickshaws, Uber, Addison
Lee, crooked hotels and nightclubs, and to
have to listen to Yellow Badge drivers
moaning because they do not have
enough work is scandalous, worrying, and
depressing. 
London’s Green Badge taxi drivers are

the finest cabbies in the world. It is sad that
TfL don’t seem to share this opinion.
Jealousy, Mr Daniels, is a very sad

emotion.
Be lucky, Graham

Let’s take the fight to TfL
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Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a
single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab
Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated
cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,
The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2
Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 
100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above
information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the
terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 
matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare that
I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2
TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK
LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 
until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 
until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD, 
Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG
Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

AS AN L.C.D.C
MEMBER YOU 
WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  
EXCLUSIVE TO THE 
CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 
hotline membership card.
Peace of mind 24 hrs of 
the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 
Of London based solicitors 
and barristers, experts in 
Hackney Carriage and 
road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,
we will deal with any 
complaint that has been 
made against you by
members of the public.
Also we will attend the
LTPH with you on any
personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW 
AIRPORT 
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport 
working hard on the 
trade’s behalf for a fairer, 
and more safer future
at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint 
Ranks committee, working 
hard for more ranks and 
more access for the taxi 
trade in London.

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 
office for any information
or up to the date news on 
any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 
first to be called when the 
media want the “Cab 
Trade’s“ reaction. 

The Chairman is a regular
contributor on LBC, Radio 
London, and the BBC.
We at the Club also
represent the trade at 
meetings with the Mayor’s 
Office, TFL, LTPH, 
Corporation Of London, 
BAA, and all Local 
Authorities in the Capital.

JUST 
£3 per
month
* £12 per month is tax

deductible
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LCDC
Exclusive
Travel
Insurance
Once again the Club
have pulled it off. 
A travel insurance
scheme for all readers
of The Badge at a price
to snap up. 

For more information call: 0203 327 0555
or Email: thelcdc@gmail.com for full details of rates and cover. Arranged through ASUA LTD. who are authorized and regulated by the FCA No. 308488

Cancellation: £5,000
Medical: £10,000,000
Baggage: £2000

� Airline failure
� Travel 

& Accommodation failure
� Delayed baggage

PLUS PLUS optional:
� Winter sports
� Golf cover
� Wedding cover

COVER SAMPLE

EUROPE
17 days single trip - £17.96
CHANNEL ISLES
17 days single trip - £9.24
EUROPE FAMILY ANNUAL - £60.75
WORLDWIDE FAMILY ANNUAL - £70.44
Optional cover attracts additional premium

SAMPLE RATES
INCLUDING TAXES

STOP PRESS!!!

THE NEW LCDC ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS
SCHEME IS NOW AVAILABLE TO ALL READERS

OF THE BADGE NEWSPAPER. 
CALL 0203 327 0555 FOR MORE INFORMATION

“I called the LCDC Exclusive Travel Insurance 
I found the service excellent, but was

pleasantly surprised that the price quoted 
for 1 years cover, was less than what I was

given for just 2 weeks cover by competitors.”
-Grant Davis





ANYONE WITH a £50 note should
check now if it's an old edition, as
you won't be able to spend it from 1
May.
First introduced in 1994, the Houblon

note marked the 300th anniversary since

Sir John founded the Bank. It's

withdrawal means approximately 63

million £50 notes will be withdrawn, worth

an estimated £3.2 billion.

Instead people can use a newer £50

note, which was introduced in 2011, and

features pictures of entrepreneur

Matthew Boulton and engineer James

Watt.

This newer £50 note, which will be the

only one in circulation from 30 April,

includes greater security features, which

makes it tougher for counterfeiters to

fake.

Directly to the right is a picture of the
Houblon note, which is being withdrawn.
Underneath the Houblon note is the
Boulton and Watt note that will be the
only one in circulation from 30 April.

WE MET and asked MB for an extended
guaranty on rear steer for Euro 5 Vito
owners now going out of warranty, until
the upgraded parts are fitted. 
The upgraded Actuators and ECUs are under

test at the moment, and should be ready by late

August.

We thank MB for this.

They have issued this statement to Euro 5

owners.

VitoTaxiClub
news

Drivers beware: Old £50
notes to be scrapped May 1st

Houblon note, which 
is being withdrawn

Boulton and Watt note, which is
continuing in circulation

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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The TLC Golf Society held
its April event at Stapleford
Abbotts Golf Club in
Essex.
52 players made the effort
and with a well organised
split tee start all 13 groups
were quickly on their way.
With the course in superb
condition and the green only
slightly slowed by the
previous night’s rain.  The
winner of the Cabup trophy
(for the third time since the
society’s inception) was Mark
Morris with 40 points. The
winner of the dreaded
wooden spoon was Mark
Shonfeld (pictured).
Each TLC event usually

comprises a coffee and bacon
roll breakfast, 18 holes and
then a meal and prizegiving
presentation. Events cost
around the £45-£50 mark with

first timers paying a one off £10
joining fee. There are a number
of on-course prizes including a
“nearest the pin in two” prize
donated by The LCDC.

The next event is on Tuesday
20th May at Darenth Valley Golf
Club in Kent, priced at £47 per
player. If you would like to find
out more about please go to
www.tlcgolfsociety.co.uk or
tweet them at
@TLCGolfSociety

TLC Golf day at Stapleford Abbotts Golf Club

Mark Schonfeld





DRIVE-IN 
DEMONSTRATION

Shangri-la Hotel
@ 2:00pm May 6th, 2014

thelcdc@gmail.com
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THE SUMMER blockbuster
season starts here! The big guy is
back! Although this time it isn't
just a brainless popcorn flick (like
the last time we saw him back in
1998, in a uneven Independence
Day style romp) it is a carefully
thought out and executed film
with a cast of proper actors (not
film stars!)
Directed by Gareth Edwards (who

made the epic low budget film
Monsters in 2010) it stars fellow Brit
Aaron Johnson (of Kick-Ass fame)
as well as Brian Cranston (of TV's
Breaking Bad fame) alongside
Elizabeth Olsen, Sally Hawkins and
Juliette Binoche. 
The story is set 60 years after

several nuclear bomb tests in the
Pacific ocean and a Japanese
scientist (played by the great Ken
Watanabe) has his worse fears
realised when something mysterious
he thought was dead, is
reawakened and proceeds to reek
havoc across the world.

The special effects are top notch
and the visual style is is very
immediate. The actors give it a
sense of realism (despite some of
the ridiculousness of it!) and
manage to make you believe that

they believe it. According to the
filmmakers this is the biggest
Godzilla, in terms of scale, yet. So
be sure to catch it on the biggest
screen you can. The IMAX is
recommended! 

thelcdc@gmail.com
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RED – Stop, don’t bother
wasting your money

AMBER – It’s alright, go if
you want. Or wait for the
DVD 

GREEN – Put your foot
down, go and see it.

Film 2014 
by Norman Barry
Godzilla (12A)

GREEN LIGHT

FOR EVERY good summer
blockbuster, there are always several
bad ones. Pompeii it seems is one of
them. Resident Evil director Paul W.S.
Anderson brings his flair for the
dazzling visual, but sadly the script is
just not up to scratch.
Set in 79 A.D., it tells the story of Milo

(Kit Harington of Game of Thrones
fame), a slave turned invincible
gladiator who finds himself in a race
against time to save his true love
Cassia (Emily Browning), the beautiful
daughter of a wealthy merchant who
has been unwillingly betrothed to a
corrupt Roman Senator. As Mount
Vesuvius erupts in a torrent of blazing
lava, Milo must fight his way out of the
arena in order to save his beloved as

the once magnificent Pompeii
crumbles around him.
Whilst the film aims for the

epic style of Gladiator, it's style
comes off more as a straight-to-
DVD affair. The CGI is not
particularly well done and there
is an over reliance of it used to
the point of distraction. You
would be better off watching
Frankie Howard in Up Pompeii.
As his character would say, the
recommendation for this film
would be "Nay, Nay and thrice
Nay!"

Pompeii (12A)

RED LIGHT



ON SATURDAY Wladimir
Klitschko will have his 25th world
heavyweight title fight and once
again the man coming from the
opposite corner is unknown,
expected to lose and getting paid
a small fortune for being hit.

It is not Klitschko’s fault that during
the past 10 years he has painfully
dismantled the last ramparts of the old
American system, shredding the
champions, contenders and dreamers
like so many balloons in the jaws of
demented crocodiles.
On Saturday in Oberhausen,

Germany, Klitschko takes on a once
wayward street fighter from Samoa
called Alex Leapai, who is now a
church deacon at a tiny enclave called
Logan City in Australia.  Leapai’s best
punch, and his only chance  of victory,
is called the Samoan Bowler – a  big
right given that wondrous sobriquet
after he played in church cricket
matches.
Klitschko has ruled ruthlessly during

his second reign as world champion
and this is his 17th consecutive
championship fight since 2006;
Klitschko has beaten into bloody
submission eight Americans during
this spell, stopping every single one of
them, and did the same to five others
during his first years as champion.
Leapai follows Russian Alexander

Povetkin, Italy’s Francesco Pianeta
and Poland’s Mariusz Wach into the
ring with Klitschko, and officially the
previous trio managed to win a grand
total of one round between them. All
three were unbeaten before being

ruthlessly exposed by Klitschko, who
really is a fine technician and not just a
safety-first boxer.
However, there is good news for

American heavyweights with the
suggestion that the WBC are
desperate to keep their world title out
of Klitschko’s hands and at the centre
of fights involving Americans in
America. The WBC belt was discarded
by Wladimir’s brother Vitali last year
when he joined protesters behind the
Kiev barricades; he is now a member
of Ukraine’s parliament and leader of
the Ukrainian Democratic Alliance for
Reform party.
The vacant WBC title will be fought

for in Los Angeles on 10 May when
local boy Chris Arreola meets Las
Vegas-based Haitian Bermane
Stiverne. The winner already has one
challenger in Deontay Wilder, who won
a final eliminator in March, and just to
make sure that the belt stays in
America, Bryant Jennings meets
Miami-based Cuban Mike Perez on
May 24 in another WBC eliminator.
The WBC belt is not coming back to
Europe anytime soon.
“The world wants the heavyweight

championship of the world back in
America with an American as
champion,” said Shannon Briggs, the
last American world heavyweight
champion. “I will bring the title back to
the people because it is for the people
and I’m the only man that can do it.
Wlad knows that and is avoiding me.”
Four weeks ago Briggs, who is 42

and once beat George Foreman for a
version of the world title in 1997, met
Klitschko in a Los Angeles gym where
they exchanged insults before Briggs
threw a training shoe at him. “It
missed, but he got the message,” said
Briggs, who lost his WBO title in 2006
and lost on points to Vitali for the WBC
title in 2010. Briggs won in the first
round last Saturday night (his second
first-round win in eight days) to stay in
contention in a boxing world that often
makes no sense.
After the fight he flew to Germany

and disrupted Klitschko’s final press
conference on Tuesday, taking off his
shirt and once again challenging
Wladimir (and Leapai) to fight him – in
the process, of course, getting all the
cameras to focus on him. Briggs, who
has won 32 times in the first round, is

probably too old now and did take a
steady beating from Vitali. But he
fought without fear and so, it seems,
does Leapai.
He has been a nuisance in his time;

he was involved on the fringes of
Samoan bike gangs, he was in prison
for an assault on a bouncer and his
new-found faith combine to make him
a fearless challenger. “Too many men
go in with Klitschko and freeze – I will
not do that, I will keep throwing
punches,” said Leapai.
Leapai was picked as an easy target

the last time he was in Germany and
shared the ring with the avoided and
feared Russian Denis Boytsov, who
was unbeaten in 34 fights, 26 of them
knockouts. Boytsov was next in line for
Klitschko; negotiations had started
before Leapai did a job on him and
that is why he is challenging this
Saturday.
However, Boytsov is not a Klitschko,

not even close, and there is no chance
that Wladimir has underestimated
Leapai. It will be a hard night again for
the man facing Klitschko, and that is
likely to be the story for a long time
yet.

Steve Bunce
-BOXNATION

Klitschko brothers reign supreme

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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Shannon Briggs (left) challenged Wladimir Klitschko (centre) to a worldtitle fight during the Ukrainian’s press conference for his forthcoming

defence against Australian Alex Leapai AP

L.C.D.C
LEADERS NOT FOLLOWERS
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

SIMIA WALL
The Taxi Drivers Accountants

Specialising in:
Accounts preparation:
� Offices in City & North London
� HMRC enquiry insuance (75% discounts)
� Associated law firm (25% discount)
� Tax Returns completed
� Loss of earnings claims
� Personal Injury claims management
� References for banks etc.

178 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4NJ / Also at Devonshire House, Stanmore HA7 1JS / For appointments phone: 020 8732 5525

First consultation free of charge

SPECIAL OFFER
PERSONAL INJURY 
REFERAL SCHEME £200

HAD AN ACCIDENT?
We can arrange for your claim to be managed 
by associated in house team dealing with
everything from injury claim, loss of earnings,
bent metal repairs and most importantly
arranging a REPLACEMENT VEHICLE.
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Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857
72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

THE BEST 
KEBAB
118 Old Street,

Open until 3am

Heart Tests For London Taxi Drivers 

WOOD STREET
CLINIC

The Heart Centre For London Taxi Drivers

Have You Had Heart Problems?

Do you need an Exercise Test  and / or Echocardiogram
(to measure LVEF) for LtpH?

We can help with our fast, efficient service and special
low rates for London’s taxi drivers

We are now providing stress Echocardiography
(functional testing) when required.

We understand that your living can depend on these tests

Contact us now on
The Wood Street Clinic
133 Wood Street
Barnet, Herts EN5 4BX
Telephone : 0208 449 7656    
www.woodstreetclinic.com  or
enquiries@woodstreetclinic.com

£1
0 o
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em
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s

@WoodStClinic

CHICKEN / LAMB / MIX GRILLS
All served with rice / salad

Fresh & Healthy
0207 336 7036






